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Abstract
The emergence of the radical right as a strong competitor to mainstream parties has fundamentally 
reshaped patterns of competition in many European party systems. In this article, we systematically 
explore changes to the ideological landscape in Western Europe by examining whether there has 
been programmatic mainstreaming of radical right parties due to (a) accommodation to and (b) 
moderation by radical right parties. We examine positions and salience on liberal-authoritarianism 
and the salience of economic issues using manifesto data from 68 parties in 17 countries. Our 
findings provide empirical support for a rightward shift in European party systems: on liberal-
authoritarianism, mainstream left and right parties have increased their emphasis and moved to 
the right. Yet radical right parties have generally remained niche competitors; they are increasingly 
extreme and more focused on liberal-authoritarianism. Our analysis has important implications for 
understanding party systems, party competition and citizen representation in Europe.
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The increasing relevance of the radical right has been one of the central developments in 
European party systems over the past 30 years. Radical right parties are characterised by 
their nationalist and authoritarian outlook, by their consequent opposition to immigration 
and by their populist rhetoric (Mudde, 2000, 2007). Today, this family of parties is often 
more electorally successful than Green parties and is represented in the parliaments of 
about half of the countries of Western Europe (Mudde, 2013). Despite their ideologically 
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extreme positions, they have even on occasion taken on governmental responsibilities; 
they have been in government in Austria, Finland, Italy and Switzerland and have sup-
ported minority administrations in Denmark and the Netherlands (Mudde, 2013). The 
radical right’s electoral strength, parliamentary presence and government participation 
have clearly played an important part in reshaping the distribution of power in European 
politics.

While it is thus clear that the radical right is politically important, a perennial question 
is what the rise of the radical right has meant for the ideological foundations of European 
party systems. One possibility is that radical right parties have moderated their stances in 
pursuit of greater respectability and the rewards of office. In doing so, radical right parties 
may have joined the ideological mainstream of European party competition. Another pos-
sibility is that mainstream parties have reacted to the threat from radical right parties by 
talking about the issues these parties raise and even taking up their policy stances. In 
doing so, there may have been mainstream party ‘accommodation’ of the radical right 
(Meguid, 2005, 2008) by ‘adopting’ their policy stances (Bale et al., 2010; Han, 2015), 
producing ‘contagion’ by the radical right (Van Spanje, 2010). The result of this process 
would also be a mainstreaming of the radical right in European party competition. This 
article studies the extent to which these two developments – moderation and accommoda-
tion – have taken place in European party systems.

A nuanced picture of these developments can help us understand how party systems 
and party competition have changed as a result of the rise of the radical right (Abou-
Chadi, 2014; Godin, 2013; Kitschelt, 1995; Meguid, 2008). It is almost a cliché to argue 
that radical right parties have become mainstream competitors within European political 
systems, even if this is a cliché that often remains unsubstantiated. To be clear, our aim in 
this article is therefore to map recent developments in European party systems and not to 
study how the issue strategies of mainstream or radical right parties are conditional on 
factors such as electoral success, government participation or political exclusion (on this, 
see, for example, Abou-Chadi, 2014; Han, 2015; Kriesi et al., 2008; Meguid, 2005, 2008; 
Schumacher and Van Kersbergen, 2014; Van Spanje and Van der Brug, 2007; Van Spanje, 
2010). In examining the changing ideological landscape of Western European party sys-
tems, we make three key contributions to existing research.

First, we highlight that the process of mainstreaming the radical right can come from 
two sources: accommodation to the radical right by mainstream parties or moderation by 
the radical right towards mainstream parties (Godin, 2013; Van Spanje, 2010). While the 
literature has tended to consider either mainstream parties’ accommodation efforts or the 
moderation tendencies of the radical right (e.g. Abou-Chadi, 2014; Bale, 2003; Bale et al., 
2010; Meguid, 2005; Van Spanje, 2010), we examine both mainstream and radical right 
parties within the same framework. Importantly, many commentators may be more con-
cerned about mainstream accommodation than radical right moderation, so it is important 
to keep these two developments separate.

Second, we argue that accommodation and moderation occur not just on party posi-
tions on liberal-authoritarian issues (and in particular immigration and integration). The 
influence of parties on policy debates is also about issue importance, so whether parties 
manage to affect which topics are talked about (Meguid, 2005). Hence, we also consider 
the salience parties place on both liberal-authoritarian and economic issues. Have radical 
right parties become more mainstream by placing more emphasis on economic issues? 
Have mainstream parties responded to the radical right challenge by talking more about 
liberal-authoritarian topics (Abou-Chadi, 2014)?
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The third reason why providing a comprehensive picture of accommodation and mod-
eration is important is because such changes affect the systemic role of radical right par-
ties, which are generally treated as niche parties both in terms of positions (Adams et al., 
2006) and salience (e.g. Meguid, 2005, 2008; Wagner, 2011). However, the ‘nicheness’ of 
political parties is variable, and the actions of niche parties and their mainstream competi-
tors can change this status over time (Meyer and Miller, 2015; Meyer and Wagner, 2013). 
Ideological mainstreaming (either through the actions of radical right parties themselves 
or through the adaptive reaction of the mainstream) may in the longer term lead to a 
reshaping of the nature of the party system, with radical right parties no longer playing a 
niche role. Given that we know that nicheness can be important in understanding how 
parties compete (e.g. Adams et al., 2006), understanding such longer-term systemic 
changes is highly relevant to the study of party systems.

We examine the questions of accommodation and moderation using data from the 
Comparative Manifestos Project (CMP), now known as MARPOR, using 525 manifestos 
of 68 parties in 17 countries (Volkens et al., 2015). Overall, we find strong evidence for 
accommodation by mainstream parties and little evidence for moderation by the radical 
right. Specifically, mainstream parties have increased their attention towards liberal-
authoritarian issues and at the same time have moved to the right on these topics. If the 
radical right had stayed put or moderated their positions, this party family would be los-
ing its niche status. However, instead of moving towards the mainstream, the radical right 
has increased its niche in terms of policy positions and issue emphasis. In sum, there has 
been a right turn (‘verrechtsing’; Mudde, 2013) in the ideological make-up of European 
party systems over the last 30 years; both the mainstream and the radical right have shifted 
towards greater authoritarianism in both position and emphasis and the radical right even 
more so than the mainstream. The gap between the radical right and mainstream parties 
is increasing further.

In this article, we first detail existing findings concerning accommodation and mod-
eration effects relating to the radical right. We then set out our empirical approach before 
presenting the results. We conclude by considering potential next steps for research on 
how radical right parties have affected party competition in Europe.

Accommodation and Moderation among Mainstream and 
Radical Right Parties

Has there been ideological and programmatic accommodation of the radical right by 
mainstream parties? Or have radical right parties instead moderated their policy 
stances, perhaps in order to have better chances at entering government? These are the 
key questions we study in this article. Before turning to existing findings on these 
questions, it is worth stating explicitly that we conceive of the ideological space in 
European political systems as consisting of two dimensions: the economy and liberal-
authoritarianism. This approach is shared by much other recent research on party com-
petition in Europe (e.g. Hooghe et al., 2002; Kitschelt, 1994; Kriesi et al., 2008; 
Lefkofridi et al., 2014). Moreover, it matches a more fundamental understanding of 
how we can map citizens’ and elites’ political ideologies (Bobbio, 1996; Finer, 1987). 
Within this framework, the ideological dimension of the economy more straight- 
forwardly encompasses issues such as taxes, social spending, free trade and regulation. 
Liberal-authoritarianism is a catch-all term that captures ideological views relating to 
the cultural concerns of immigration, law and order and social liberalism. Other 
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researchers have called this the green-alternative-libertarian/traditional-authoritarian-
nationalist dimension, the New Politics dimension or the cultural dimension (Flanagan, 
1987; Hooghe et al., 2002; Kriesi et al., 2008, respectively); we follow Kitschelt 
(1994) in our use of the term liberal-authoritarianism.

Positions on Liberal-Authoritarianism

The classic story about the impact of the radical right concerns party positions on the 
liberal-authoritarian dimension.1 The first version of this story is that there has been 
accommodation; the real or potential threat posed by radical right parties has led main-
stream parties of the centre-right and centre-left to adapt their positions on issues such as 
immigration and integration, to the extent that they now defend positions sometimes 
strikingly similar to those originally put forward by the radical right (Han, 2015). Joost 
Van Spanje (2010) has termed this a ‘contagion effect’, where mainstream parties react to 
the radical right threat by adopting their positions (Minkenberg, 2013), in particular on 
immigration and integration policy. The underlying strategy is to contest the issue owner-
ship of the immigration issue by the radical right and thereby to reduce their policy-based 
appeal (Abou-Chadi, 2014; Dahlström and Esaiasson, 2013; Van der Brug et al., 2005). 
Parties may ‘adopt’ the position of the radical right in order to maximise their vote share 
and close down the issue space occupied by the radical right (Bale et al., 2010).

There is some empirical evidence for such contagion effects. For example, Martin 
Schain (2002) and Michael Minkenberg (2002) argue that this happened in France in 
reaction to the Front National’s (FN) electoral successes. The process of ‘de-demonising’ 
the FN by the mainstream parties, especially on the centre-right, has arguably been even 
more prominent since Marine Le Pen took over as leader (Godin, 2013; Mayer, 2013). 
However, the incentives to accommodate the radical right and adopt their positions may 
be stronger for the mainstream right than for the mainstream left, resulting in an uneven 
effect of the radical right on mainstream ideologies (Bale, 2003, 2008; Bale et al., 2010). 
For example, Bonnie Meguid (2005, 2008) stresses that mainstream left parties have 
incentives to be adversarial to the radical right in order to increase the polarisation on 
liberal-authoritarian topics and to marginalise the centre-right in a competition between 
the centre-left mainstream and the radical right.

The phenomenon of mainstream accommodation has led some observers to detect a 
‘right turn’ (‘verrechtsing’) in European politics that can be attributed to the rise of the 
radical right, although Cas Mudde (2013: 8, 12) argues that moves to the right on immi-
gration or European integration occur even when no radical right party is present. In addi-
tion, Michelle Williams (2006) does not find evidence that mainstream parties respond to 
policy shifts by the radical right. The existing literature is therefore nuanced in allowing 
for differential moderation across parties and countries. For the sake of simplicity, our 
first hypothesis is nevertheless as follows:

H1a (positional accommodation): Mainstream parties have shifted to the right on  
liberal-authoritarian issues.

The second version of this story focuses instead on radical right parties. Here, it is pos-
sible that these parties have sought to moderate their programmes. One reason to do so 
might be to become more respectable. Increased respectability might in turn increase 
these parties’ vote share if they suddenly fall within voters’ ‘regions of acceptability’ 
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(Rabinowitz and Macdonald, 1989). Respectability can also increase the probability that 
a party will be included in a governing coalition, especially as such a coalition may no 
longer carry reputational damage for the other participating parties. Van Spanje and Van 
der Brug (2007) find that moderation is more likely when mainstream parties do not con-
struct a ‘cordon sanitaire’ and exclude the radical right from ‘normal’ politics. They focus 
on whether the main centre-right party denounces the radical right as anti-democratic and 
refuses to cooperate with it. The isolation produced by such a ‘cordon sanitaire’ means 
radical right parties fail to moderate, while a lack of ostracism means these parties become 
part of the system and moderate in order to cooperate with other parties. While Van Spanje 
and Van der Brug (2007) find that moderation occurs only in the absence of a ‘cordon 
sanitaire’, we consider whether moderation may be more widespread. This is because 
radical right parties can undermine the credibility of ostracism if they make pro-active 
moves towards the political centre, potentially making some level of moderation attrac-
tive for all radical right parties. Our second hypothesis is therefore as follows:

H1b (positional moderation): Radical right parties have moderated their positions on 
liberal-authoritarian issues.

Salience of Liberal-Authoritarianism and the Economy

In addition to the positions that parties take, a key characteristic of party competition is 
also the emphasis they place on various positions (Budge and Farlie, 1983; Green-
Pedersen, 2007; Wagner and Meyer, 2014). So, the influence of the radical right may 
extend beyond ideological repositioning into issue salience, that is, what is actually dis-
cussed in European polities. Here, the central aspect is the emphasis on liberal-authoritar-
ianism and on the economy. The underlying assumption is that mainstream parties have 
tended to focus on economic topics, while New Politics parties – among them the radical 
right – have favoured and indeed built their success on liberal-authoritarian topics 
(Kitschelt, 1994, 1995).

Accommodation with the radical right would mean that mainstream parties reduce 
their emphasis on economic topics and pay increasing attention to liberal-authoritarian 
issues. Radical right parties may have been successful in their strategy of making immi-
gration and related topics more important to political debate (Abou-Chadi, 2014). By 
acting as such ‘issue entrepreneurs’ (De Vries and Hobolt, 2012), radical right parties 
change the issue content of party competition and therefore become more mainstream, 
less unusual competitors. Indeed, there is much evidence in the literature that radical right 
parties have been successful in politicising the new issues that they helped introduce to 
national debates (Rydgren, 2003, 2004). The response of mainstream parties of the left 
and right has in general been to take up and talk about immigration and integration (Abou-
Chadi, 2014; Alonso and Da Fonseca, 2012; Bale, 2003; Bale et al., 2010). Other parties 
have thus by and large not reacted by ignoring the issues raised by the radical right and 
trying to keep their overall salience down.2 Instead, they have addressed the radical right’s 
favoured topics, perhaps especially in the case of the mainstream right (Bale, 2003; 
Green-Pedersen and Krogstup, 2008). In doing so, the mainstream right may be banking 
on the fact that the radical right gains votes mainly from previously social-democratic 
constituencies if liberal-authoritarian topics increase in salience (Bale, 2003; Lefkofridi 
et al., 2014). A side effect of this change could also be that mainstream parties have lost 
sight of economic issues, reducing their importance in party competition.
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It is important to keep in mind that these mainstream party reactions do not necessarily 
mean that parties have moved closer to the radical right as mainstream parties can also 
raise the salience of, say, immigration by more forcefully stating their opposition to radi-
cal right demands (Abou-Chadi, 2014; Han, 2015). In Meguid’s (2005, 2008) terms, the 
mainstream can thus either take up an ‘accommodative’ or an ‘adversarial’ stance, but 
both of these increase the salience of the radical right’s issues. This stands in contrast to 
the ‘dismissive’ stance, which would try to prevent the party system salience of an issue 
from increasing. In Bale et al.’s (2010) terms, mainstream parties could either ‘hold’ their 
position or ‘adopt’ that of the radical right, but both strategies differ from the third strat-
egy, namely to ‘defuse’ the issue. In their four-country study, only Norway’s Social 
Democratic party chose a consistent strategy to defuse the immigration issue, while in 
Austria, Denmark and the Netherlands at least some parties chose to hold their previous 
position or even to adopt that of the radical right. By pursuing varied strategies, the aim 
of mainstream left parties was to maintain a competitive position within the party system 
without sacrificing ideological commitments (Bale et al., 2010). Overall, there are strate-
gic incentives for all mainstream parties to engage with liberal-authoritarian topics, and 
these incentives tend to broaden out across the party system once one mainstream com-
petitor decides to address these issues (Meguid, 2005).

In sum, our third hypothesis is as follows:

H2a (salience accommodation): Mainstream parties have increased the salience of 
liberal-authoritarian issues and decreased the salience of economic issues.

An alternative possibility is of course that radical right parties have tried to enter the 
mainstream by changing the topics they talk about. Thus, these parties may have 
decided to talk less about liberal-authoritarian issues and more about economic top-
ics.3 One reason for doing so would again be to try to become a more ‘normal’ party 
that a broad range of citizens would consider voting for. Given that economic issues 
and economic competence are central concerns for many voters, it makes sense for 
any party to devote at least part of its programme to these issues. By talking about 
mainstream concerns, radical right parties may be able to increase the potential for 
cooperation with other parties and thus to gain power more easily. Moreover, radical 
right parties might also use the opportunity to frame existing economic issues in 
ways that match their ideology, for instance, by turning towards welfare chauvinism. 
To a large extent, economic policy is indeed hard to distinguish from immigration 
policy among ‘welfare chauvinist’ radical right parties (Schumacher and Van 
Kersbergen, 2014).

However, existing evidence does not point to the existence of extensive salience mod-
eration on the part of the radical right. For one, the economic policy positions of radical 
right parties remain debated, indicating that they have not invested more of their cam-
paigning energy on this topic (Betz, 1994; De Lange, 2007; McGann and Kitschelt, 2005; 
Rovny, 2013). Moreover, there is little evidence that radical right parties have become 
less interested in talking about the perceived problems of immigration and integration. 
Nevertheless, for consistency our fourth hypothesis is as follows:

H2b (salience moderation): Radical right parties have increased their emphasis on 
economic issues and decreased their emphasis on liberal-authoritarian issues.
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Data and Measurement

Our data are the party manifestos coded by the CMP/MARPOR (Volkens et al., 2015). 
The project coded policy statements4 in these documents into 1 of 56 categories. Our 
sample consists of 17 Western European countries, specifically Austria, Belgium, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.5 We examine 
changes since 1980, since this covers the period when radical right parties rose to promi-
nence in Western Europe.

Given that our interest is in ideological change over time and across several countries, 
the CMP/MARPOR data are particularly well-suited to our approach. While time-series 
data from alternative sources such as expert surveys have become available recently 
(Bakker et al., 2015), these time-series are still rather short. Moreover, they tend to focus 
on party policy positions rather than party issue salience. Yet it is important to acknowl-
edge two key limitations to the CMP/MARPOR data set. First, the CMP’s coding scheme 
is not designed specifically for capturing radical right discourse (Akkerman and Rooduijn, 
2014; Lehmann and Zobel, 2015). Some issues, such as immigration and ethnicity, are 
therefore perhaps covered imperfectly (Protsyk and Garaz, 2011). Moreover, on the level 
of the 56 individual issue categories the coding is not fully reliable (Lacewell and Werner, 
2013; Mikhaylov et al., 2012). We address the problem somewhat by aggregating the 
issue categories into broader issue areas. Second, some smaller radical right parties are 
systematically excluded from the data as the CMP/MARPOR only includes electorally 
relevant parties (Akkerman and Rooduijn, 2014). In addition, this means data are missing 
for some parties’ early years. Since we are interested in systemic patterns, excluding such 
smaller parties is perhaps less important than if we were studying the strategies and 
behaviour of individual radical right and mainstream parties.

In each party system, we study the major centre-left and centre-right mainstream 
parties and parties of the radical right. The selection largely follows Meguid (2005, 
2008), who uses party positions according to expert surveys (Castles and Mair, 1984) 
and party size to identify the major mainstream parties of the centre-left and centre-
right. Yet, following Joon Han (2015), we allow for the inclusion of more than one 
mainstream left and right party in each country. We do so because choosing only one 
party per country would lead to the exclusion of many liberal, Christian democratic and 
conservative parties that are generally treated as mainstream. Following Han (2015: fn. 
15), we therefore include all parties which have provided a head of government at least 
once between 1980 and 2014. We also made exceptions for smaller parties (e.g. the 
Free Democratic Party (FDP) in Germany) that have been highly relevant in the national 
party systems. A full list of parties used in this analysis is presented in Appendix 1. In 
total, the multivariate analysis is based on 68 parties (of which 15 are radical right par-
ties) and 525 party manifestos.

We use three measures of ideological dimensions: a party’s policy position on liberal-
authoritarian issues, emphasis on liberal-authoritarian issues and emphasis on economic 
issues. For both scales, we follow the suggestion of Bakker and Hobolt (2012).6 Thus, 
the liberal-authoritarian policy scale is based on 16 of 56 issue categories to indicate a 
party’s position relating to immigration, integration, nationalism and law and order.7 A 
party’s policy position is derived using the logit scale (Lowe et al., 2011), where 6 issues 
are ‘right’ issues and 10 issues denote ‘left’ policy positions. The total proportion of 
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statements denotes the salience of liberal-authoritarian issues, our second dependent 
variable. From a further 20 categories, we create an economic policy scale following the 
suggestion of Bakker and Hobolt (2012).8

Results

We present empirical results to test our hypotheses in three different ways. First, we study 
accommodation and moderation of the radical right from a comparative perspective by 
using averages of mainstream and radical right parties across Western Europe. Second, 
we study the patterns of accommodation and moderation strategies across parties in indi-
vidual countries. Third, we test the implications of moderation and accommodation strat-
egies for party systems – is the role of radical right parties as niche competitors increasing 
or decreasing over time?

Accommodation and Moderation in Western Europe

Figures 1–3 illustrate the time trends in issue positions and issue emphasis of mainstream 
and radical right parties. They show averages of issue emphasis and positions across 
mainstream and radical right parties across Western Europe.9

As a first test of positional accommodation (H1a) and moderation (H1b), Figure 1 
shows the average issue positions of centre-left (solid), centre-right (dashed) and radical 
right parties (dotted) on liberal-authoritarian issues. The most important pattern in Figure 
1 is a clear time trend to the ‘right’ pole of the policy space. Over time, all party types 
have shifted towards the ‘authoritarian’ end of the policy scale. Moreover, there is little 
difference in the trends for centre-left and centre-right mainstream parties. The time trend 

Figure 1. Mean Issue Positions on Liberal-Authoritarian Issues (smoothed) for Mainstream and 
Radical Right Parties.
Data from Volkens et al. (2015). For the coding scheme, see footnote 7. Parties and countries included listed 
in Appendix 1.
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for the radical right is somewhat stronger, and the gap to (centre-left and centre-right) 
mainstream parties has increased since the early 2000s.

These estimates support positional accommodation (H1a) but provide little evi-
dence for positional moderation of radical right parties (H1b). The mainstream has 
shifted towards the policies pursued by the radical right (positional accommodation). 
In fact, the mean position of the mainstream left today is about as authoritarian as the 
mean radical right position in the 1980s. Yet the radical right has kept its positional 
‘niche’ by adapting to similar degrees. At the party system level, the consequence of 
this is a ‘right turn’, as both mainstream parties and the radical right have shifted to the 
right over time.

Figures 2 and 3 show trends in party issue emphasis for liberal-authoritarianism 
(Figure 2) and economic issues (Figure 3). Over time, mainstream parties of the centre-
left and the centre-right have indeed increased their emphasis on liberal-authoritarian 
issues. These changes are quite similar for centre-right mainstream parties and those of 
the centre-left. Yet it is the radical right that has increased their emphasis on these issues 
the most. As a consequence, the ‘niche’ in terms of issue emphasis has increased over 
time. This is particularly true for the 2000s, where the mean issue emphasis of centre-
right and centre-left mainstream parties on liberal-authoritarian issues has even slightly 
decreased.

The emphasis on economic issues (Figure 3) also shows an increasing gap between the 
mainstream and the radical right and hence an increasing ‘niche’. Both centre-left and 
centre-right mainstream parties have increased their emphasis on economic issues, while 
the radical right’s emphasis on these issues has decreased. The niche role of the radical 
right reached its peak in the most recent elections, perhaps because the mainstream has 
reacted more strongly to the challenging economic environment of the Great Recession 
by emphasising these issues.

Figure 2. Mean Issue Emphasis on Liberal-Authoritarian Issues (smoothed) for Mainstream and 
Radical Right Parties.
Data from Volkens et al. (2015). For the coding scheme, see footnote 7. Parties and countries included listed 
in Appendix 1.
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In sum, Figures 2 and 3 provide some support for salience accommodation (H2a). 
Mainstream parties have increased the salience of liberal-authoritarian issues, but this 
increase has not been at the expense of economic issue emphasis. Moreover, there is little 
support for salience moderation of the radical right (H2b). In contrast, radical right parties 
have increased their niche in terms of issue emphasis, most notably by increasing their 
emphasis on liberal-authoritarian issues.

Accommodation and Moderation Across Countries and Parties

The results using data across Western Europe suggest that there has been mainstream party 
accommodation of the radical right, while there is little evidence for moderation by the 
radical right. Yet these overall patterns may differ from country to country. To study coun-
try differences in greater detail, Table 1 provides an overview of accommodation and mod-
eration for individual parties. In particular, we study time trends of positional and salience 
changes for mainstream (N = 53) and radical right parties (N = 15) that competed in at least 
two elections. Because the number of observations (elections) for each party is rather 
small, we are cautious when interpreting trends for individual parties. Rather, we aim to 
test whether the hypothesised effects hold for the majority of those mainstream and radical 
right parties and whether our findings are driven by individual parties or countries.

The patterns in Table 1 support many of the findings from the comparative analysis, 
but also show interesting differences across countries. For example, 40 of 53 mainstream 
parties have shifted to the right on liberal-authoritarian issues, providing further evidence 
for positional accommodation by mainstream parties. This rightward turn of mainstream 
parties dominates in 10 of the 17 West European countries. In Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Spain and Sweden mainstream parties reacted differently. Only in Ireland and Portugal 
are the changes of all mainstream parties not in line with a right turn on liberal-authori-
tarian issues.

Figure 3. Mean Issue Emphasis on Economic Issues (smoothed) for Mainstream and Radical 
Right Parties.
Data from Volkens et al. (2015). For the coding scheme, see footnote 8. Parties and countries included listed 
in Appendix 1.
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While the majority of mainstream parties therefore converged towards the issue posi-
tions of the radical right (H1a), there is no general trend for radical right parties to moder-
ate their issue positions on liberal-authoritarian issues (H1b). Four parties of the radical 
right indeed moderated their issue positions, while 11 parties shifted to the right. While 
we have to be careful in interpreting the trends for individual parties, the overall picture 
provides little support for moderation of the radical right.10

Similar trends emerge for the salience-based accommodation and moderation hypoth-
eses; there is mixed evidence that mainstream parties did indeed increase their attention 
to liberal-authoritarian issues. This trend holds for 31 of 53 mainstream parties, and 
increasing attention to liberal-authoritarian issues characterises mainstream parties in 
eight party systems. In three countries (Austria, Italy and Portugal), the pattern is mixed, 
while the majority of mainstream parties in six party systems changed in ways that run 
counter to our expectations. Yet there is no empirical support for the hypothesis that main-
stream parties de-emphasise economic issues. In total, 38 of 53 mainstream parties 
increased their attention to economic issues over time and there are only few instances 
where trends within countries are in line with our expectation (e.g. the United Kingdom).

Finally, the patterns in Table 1 show little empirical support for salience moderation of 
radical right parties (H2b). Most radical right parties (12 of 15) increased their attention 
to liberal-authoritarian issues and only 6 of 15 increased the salience of economic issues 
over time. Overall, the country- and party-level findings are in line with those using aver-
ages across countries presented in Figures 1–3.

Accommodation and Moderation and Niche Parties

Another finding of the comparative analysis (Figures 1–3) is that radical right parties 
increased their niche party status even though mainstream parties moved towards them in 
terms of position and salience. Does this pattern hold when we analyse time trends for 
individual parties? To further investigate the effect of party- and party system-specific 
factors, we estimate regression models using parties’ issue emphasis and policy positions 
as dependent variables. Specifically, we use the following model:

Party issueemphasis / position year

right mainstre
it = a  + a

+ a
0 1

2 aam party

radical right party

year right mainstream pa

i

i+ a

+ a X
3

4 rrty

year radical right party

country fixed effects

i

i+ a X

+ 
5

where year denotes the election year and each party is classified as radical right or a 
centre-right mainstream party (centre-left mainstream parties are the reference category). 
We are interested in developments over time and how they differ across mainstream and 
radical right parties. Thus, the major independent variable of interest is year and its inter-
actions with party type; the model allows for distinct time trends for centre-left (a1), 
centre-right mainstream (a1 + a4) and radical right parties (a1 + a5). While we present all 
regression results using marginal effect plots, the basic intuition is that the interaction 
terms party type · year capture differences in the annual changes by party type.
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We expect different effects for the three dependent variables. Regarding party posi-
tions on liberal-authoritarian issues, positional accommodation (H1a) suggests that 
time trends are positive for mainstream parties, while positional moderation by radical 
right parties (H1b) is present when the effect (a1 + a5) is negative for radical right par-
ties. Similarly, salience accommodation by mainstream parties (H2a) is present when 
mainstream parties increase the salience of liberal-authoritarian issues over time, while 
salience moderation exists when radical right parties decrease their emphasis on these 
issues (i.e. a1 + a5 is negative). For the third dependent variable, party issue emphasis on 
economic issues, salience accommodation (H2a) implies a negative time trend for 
mainstream parties and salience moderation (H2b) a positive effect for radical right 
parties.

In terms of model specification, we use panel-corrected standard errors (Beck and 
Katz, 1995, 1996), include country dummies and use Prais-Winsten estimation to model 
the first-order autoregressive structure in the panel residuals.

The regression results in Table 2 provide further support for the patterns of the aggre-
gate, comparative analysis (Figures 1–3). To ease interpretation of these results, we fol-
low the standard approach and discuss conditional effects using graphs instead of 
regression tables. Thus, we show the marginal effects of election years by party type in 
Figure 4. This shows the marginal effects of the time trend (year) across party types for 
policy positions (top-left panel) and issue emphasis (top-right panel) on liberal-authori-
tarian issues, as well as for issue emphasis on economic issues (bottom panel).

The patterns in Figure 4 support the findings from the trends shown in Figures 1–3. 
There is empirical support for positional (H1a) and salience (H2a) accommodation by the 
mainstream but no empirical support for moderation of the radical right (H1b and H2b). 
With regard to positional changes (top-left panel), there is a positive time trend for all 
party types, meaning that parties tend to take more right-leaning policy positions in later 
years. For example, over 10 years, positions of mainstream parties on average shifted 
0.42 (centre-left) to 0.26 (centre-right) points further to the right on a policy scale ranging 
from −4 to 4 (standard deviation (SD) = 1.03). These effects are statistically significant at 
conventional levels and support positional accommodation (H1a).

Table 2. Developments Over Time by Party Type.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

 Liberal-authoritarian: 
position

Liberal-authoritarian: 
emphasis

Economy:  
emphasis

Year 0.0423*** (7.47) 0.0419 (0.82) 0.321*** (9.57)
Centre-right mainstream 33.29* (2.36) −292.0* (−2.27) 257.8* (2.53)
Radical right −0.355 (−0.02) −668.1*** (−3.69) 918.6*** (7.15)
Year × Centre-right 
mainstream

−0.0164* (−2.32) 0.147* (2.29) −0.132** (−2.58)

Year × Radical right 0.000620 (0.07) 0.337*** (3.72) −0.466*** (−7.22)
Country fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Constant −85.31*** (−7.55) −58.20 (−0.57) −593.5*** (−8.87)
Observations 525 525 525

z statistics in parentheses.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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However, there is no evidence for positional moderation of the radical right (H1b). In 
fact, the policy positions of the radical right in later periods are more extreme than those 
of earlier time periods. This effect is about the same size as for mainstream parties; the 
time trend accumulates to 0.43 points over 10 years for a dependent variable ranging 
from −4 to 4. Therefore, the radical right has kept its niche in terms of policy positions 
over time.

Turning to emphasis on liberal-authoritarian issues (top-right panel), the trend is simi-
lar to that for policy positions; all party types increased the salience of liberal-authoritar-
ian issues, but the time trend is strongest for radical right parties. Thus, the mainstream 
has been subject to salience accommodation (H2a), but instead of engaging in salience 
moderation (H2b), the radical right invests in increasing its niche. On average, about 32% 
of the parties’ manifestos are devoted to liberal-authoritarian issues (mean: 32.4; 

Figure 4. Marginal Effects of Developments Over Time by Party Type.
Figures present the marginal predicted year-on-year average change calculated based on the results shown in 
Table 2. Whiskers show the 95% confidence interval of predicted marginal effects.
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SD = 10.2). Over 10 years, mainstream parties increased their emphasis on liberal-author-
itarian issues in their manifestos by 0.4% (centre-left) and 1.9% (centre-right). In con-
trast, the time trend for the radical right (3.8%) is much stronger (and statistically different 
from centre-left mainstream parties).

If all parties increased their attention to liberal-authoritarian issues, do we observe 
decreasing attention to economic policies? The patterns in the bottom panel of Figure 4 
support the trends that are visible in Figure 3; mainstream parties actually increased their 
emphasis of economic issues, while the radical right de-emphasised these issues. These 
trends run counter to the expectations put forward in H2a and H2b. On average, the 
economy covers about 35% of a party’s manifesto (mean: 35.4; SD = 11.6). Over 10 years, 
mainstream parties on average increased their emphasis by 3.2% (centre-left) and 1.9% 
(centre-right), while the radical right decreased its issue attention by 1.5%. Thus, there is 
no evidence that mainstream parties actually de-emphasised economic policies (H2a) or 
that radical right parties increased their attention to these issues (H2b).

Conclusion

We have studied changes in the ideological make-up of European party systems over the past 
30 years. Overall, the results indicate that the ideological landscape of party competition in 
Western Europe has shifted both in terms of issue positions and issue salience. Mainstream 
parties have become more like the radical right both in terms of policy positions and in terms 
of issue salience; over time, the mainstream has shifted towards the right and increasingly 
addressed liberal-authoritarian issues in their party programmes. In contrast, there is little 
evidence that the radical right has become more moderate. If anything, radical right parties 
took efforts to maintain or even increase their distinctiveness vis-à-vis other parties; in the 
2000s, radical right parties took more extreme policy positions than in the 1980s, and they 
now address liberal-authoritarian issues much more than in past decades.

The systemic consequences of these developments are twofold. First, on liberal-
authoritarian issues we observe a turn to the right (‘verrechtsing’, Mudde, 2013) in parties 
which adopt more conservative (authoritarian) party policy platforms and address these 
core issues of radical right parties more heavily. Here, the time trends for mainstream 
parties of the centre-left and centre-right are rather similar, even if centre-right parties 
unsurprisingly take policy positions to the right of centre-left mainstream parties and 
address liberal-authoritarian issues more heavily. In Meguid’s (2005) terms, mainstream 
parties have tended to engage in accommodating rather than adversarial or defusing strat-
egies. In Meguid’s model, such a pattern should lead to a weakening of niche party suc-
cess. Interestingly, broad-based mainstream accommodation does not seem to have led to 
a diminished vote share for the radical right. This finding should lead us to re-evaluate 
how mainstream party strategies affect radical right success.

Second, the nicheness of radical right parties – both in terms of policy positions and 
issue attention – has at the very least remained stable, with some indications that it has 
even increased over time. While mainstream parties have adopted programmes that look 
more like those of the radical right, the latter have themselves also changed their policy 
orientation in similar ways. It is important to note that changes in the policy orientation 
of the radical right are to a non-negligible extent due to the emergence of new radical 
right parties and the decline of older, more moderate parties. Changes in the average posi-
tion among the radical right are thus not solely due to actual policy change but also due 
to emergence and substitution.
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Most of the parties we consider have thus tended to shift to the right on liberal-author-
itarianism, and these shifts are actually stronger on the radical right. This means that the 
gap between the party families has widened, with policy niches increasing over time. In 
one sense there has therefore been mainstreaming, as the old radical right programmatic 
orientations have become the ‘new normal’. However, as the radical right has itself failed 
to moderate, it is no more mainstream than before. This is perhaps an indication that radi-
cal right parties value policy differentiation as a way of gaining attention and keeping 
hold of supporters (Kitschelt, 1994; Wagner, 2012).

An interesting finding is that the developments on liberal-authoritarian issues have 
little effect on the salience of economic issues. Mainstream parties continue to address 
economic concerns, and their attention to these policies has even slightly increased over 
time, particularly in the late 2000s. In turn, the radical right has not invested in addressing 
these issues more heavily. Rather, its emphasis on these issues has (slightly) decreased 
over time, thus, deepening the niche status of radical right parties even further. Why do 
we not observe a trade-off between economic and liberal-authoritarian issues? The reason 
is that there are many different issues that parties can emphasise (or de-emphasise), and 
these issues are not included in our analysis. For example, the mainstream may decrease 
its attention to issues such as foreign affairs, urban-rural issues, or, less likely, EU affairs 
and environmental protection to address liberal-authoritarian issues more heavily. Thus, 
the trade-off between the economy and liberal-authoritarianism is only indirect.

Our analysis has important implications for understanding the current state of party 
systems and citizen representation. On the one hand, one could argue that mainstream 
parties have been responsive to voter concerns by taking up the issues they care about. 
Moreover, voter positions are generally to the right of mainstream party consensus (Bale, 
2003), so that shifts to the right on immigration and on law and order are in fact shifts 
towards the median voter. On the other hand, liberal-authoritarian issues are polarising 
(Kriesi et al., 2008), so a consistent shift to the right actually creates the danger that sig-
nificant portions of the public find themselves less well represented by mainstream par-
ties. This may create new openings for some parties (for instance on the radical left), 
which can take advantage of the changing nature of the ideological landscape.

One further aspect that should be studied in future research is the impact of the Great 
Recession and the refugee crisis. These may have created important openings for the 
radical right, especially as governments implement tough austerity policies and struggle 
to cope with the influx of migrants (Alonso and Rovira Kaltwasser, 2015). Recent 
research shows that the radical right has been a main electoral beneficiary of the Great 
Recession (Hernandez and Kriesi, 2015), but the impact on programmatic patterns 
remains to be seen.

Finally, future work should consider in detail how countries and parties vary in the 
extent to which the changes and developments we identify have taken place. Our analysis 
has aimed to track general developments and trends in European party systems over the 
last decades. As a result, we of course do not provide a full analysis of variation across 
countries or within mainstream or radical right parties. However, our results clearly show 
evidence of such differences. Van Spanje and Van der Brug (2007) provided one approach 
for understanding cross-national differences, focusing on political ostracism; future work 
should dig deeper in order to establish the reasons underlying varying patterns of party 
behaviour. For example, one unexplored aspect is the role that turnover among radical 
right parties plays in changing their ideological position within party systems. This case-
by-case examination and explanation of accommodation and moderation over time will 
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provide important further insights into how the ideological content of party competition 
has changed and why.
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Notes
 1 We do not examine party positions on the economic dimension, mainly because it is unclear what kinds of 

positions we should expect radical right parties to have on this dimension (Betz, 1994; De Lange, 2007; 
McGann and Kitschelt, 2005; Rovny, 2013) and why their positions should therefore have consequences 
for mainstream parties. Moreover, economic positions of radical right parties may have to be examined in 
ways that are linked to their immigration stances (Schumacher and Van Kersbergen, 2014).

 2 However, in some countries, such as Sweden, mainstream parties have indeed chosen a dismissive strat-
egy on immigration (Dahlström and Esaiasson, 2013).

 3 It has been argued that the programmatic profile of the radical right was never all that narrow (Mudde, 
1999). In Mudde’s (1999: 190) words, ‘immigration has at best been the main issue of some parties in 
certain periods of time’. Other issues, such as the welfare state, the European Union as well as general 
anti-politics populism and anti-party sentiment, have been key parts of radical right policy appeals.

 4 More precisely, the Comparative Manifestos Project (CMP) codes quasi-sentences, so any part of a sen-
tence can be treated as a separate sentence-like unit.

 5 Not all of these party systems are affected equally by parties of the radical right. As a robustness test, we 
repeat the empirical analysis excluding those countries that are arguably least affected by radical right 
parties (Ireland, Luxembourg and Spain). The results (available on request) are very similar to the ones 
presented below and do not alter our major conclusions.

 6 There are alternative measures to indicate party policy positions on liberal-authoritarianism (e.g. Elff, 
2013; Laver and Garry, 2000). The correlation of our measure with that of Elff (2013) is quite high 
(r = 0.63; N = 411). Note that our measure is also broader than those used by Alonso and Da Fonseca (2012) 
and Abou-Chadi (2014), who consider immigration only.

 7 The issue categories are, on the libertarian end of the scale, freedom and human rights (per201), democ-
racy (per202), anti-growth economy: positive (per416), environmental protection: positive (per501), cul-
ture: positive (per502), national way of life: negative (per602), traditional morality: negative (per604), 
multiculturalism: positive (per607), underprivileged minority groups (per705), non-economic demo-
graphic groups (per706), and on the authoritarian pole, political authority (per305), national way of life: 
positive (per601), traditional morality: positive (per603), law and order (per605), multiculturalism: nega-
tive (per608) and social harmony (per606).

 8 The issue categories are, on the economic left, market regulation (per403), economic planning (per404), 
corporatism/mixed economy (per405), protectionism: positive (per406), Keynesian demand manage-
ment (per409), controlled economy (per412), nationalisation (per413), Marxist analysis: positive 
(per415), equality: positive (per503), welfare state expansion (per504), education expansion (per506), 
labour groups: positive (per701), and on the economic right, free market economy (per401), incentives 
(per402), protectionism: negative (per407), economic growth: positive (per410), economic orthodoxy 
(per414), welfare state limitation (per505), education limitation (per507) and labour groups: negative 
(per702).

 9 As in the regression analyses below, these Figures only contain parties that are only included at least 
twice in the CMP data set. This restriction mainly excludes some radical right parties. Of course, 
short-lived radical right parties are still important for understanding ideological trends in party sys-
tems over time. However, including these parties does not substantially change Figures 1–3 (see 
Appendix 2).

10 Van Spanje and Van der Brug (2007) attribute differences in party position shifts of radial right parties 
to the mainstream parties’ reactions to them; radical right parties should converge when they are not 
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politically excluded from mainstream parties. Yet measuring party exclusion independent of the parties’ 
policy shifts is challenging, especially with many parties and longer time periods. Therefore, we refrain 
from testing this hypothesis here.
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Appendix 1. List of Parties.

Country Mainstream left Mainstream right Radical right

Austria Austrian Social 
Democratic Party 
(42320)

Austrian People’s Party 
(42520)

Freedom 
Movement (42420)

 Alliance for the 
Future of Austria 
(42710)

Belgium Socialist Party 
Differently (21321)

Flemish Liberals and 
Democrats (21421)

Flemish Bloc 
(21914)

 Francophone Socialist 
Party (21322)

Liberal Reformation 
Party/Reform Movement 
(21422/21423/21425/21426)a

Flemish Interest 
(21917)

 Christian Democratic and 
Flemish (21521)

 

Denmark Social Democratic 
Party (13320)

Liberals (13420) Danish People’s 
Party (13720)

 Conservative People’s Party 
(13620)

Progress Party 
(13951)

 Radical Party (13410)b  
Finland Finnish Social 

Democrats (14320)
National Coalition (14620) True Finns (14820)

 Centre Party (14810)  
France Socialist Party (31320) Union for French Democracy 

(31624)c
National Front 
(31720)

 Gaullists 
(31621/31625/31626)d

 

Germany Social Democratic 
Party of Germany 
(41320)

Christian Democratic  
Union/Christian Social  
Union (41521)

–f

 Free Democratic Party 
(41420)e

 

Greece Panhellenic Socialist 
Movement (34313)

New Democracy (34511) –g

Ireland Labour Party (53320) Fine Gael (53520) –
 Fianna Fáil (53620)  
Italy Italian Communist 

Party/Democratic 
Party of the Left 
(32220)
Olive Tree (32329)
Democratic Party 
(32440)

Christian Democrats  
(32520)

National Alliance 
(32710)
Northern League 
(32720)
 

 Forza Italia (32610)
 People of Freedom (32061)

Luxembourg Socialist Workers’ 
Party of Luxembourg 
(23320)

Democratic Party (23420) –
 Christian Social People’s Party 

(23520)
 

Netherlands Labour Party (22320) People’s Party for  
Freedom and Democracy 
(22420)

Party of Freedom 
(22722)

(Continued)
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Appendix 2

Party System Developments Including More Parties

Figures 1–3 in the main paper show time trends for Western European party systems 
based on all parties included in the subsequent regression analysis (Table 2). In this analy-
sis, we could only include parties where manifesto data for at least two consecutive elec-
tions were available. This implies that we ignore the impact of parties such as the UK 

Country Mainstream left Mainstream right Radical right

 Christian Democratic Appeal 
(22521)

List Pim Fortuyn 
(22720)

 Democrats66 (22330)h  
Norway Norwegian Labour 

Party (12320)
Christian People’s Party 
(12520)

Progress Party 
(12951)

 Conservative Party (12620)  
Portugal Socialist Party (35311) Social Democratic Party 

(35313)
Popular Monarchist 
Party (35710)i

Spain Spanish Socialist 
Workers’ Party 
(33320)

Popular Party (33610) –

Sweden Social Democratic 
Labour Party (11320)

Centre Party (11810) –j

 Moderate Coalition Party 
(11620)

 

Switzerland Social Democratic 
Party of Switzerland 
(43320)

Free Democratic Party 
(43420)

Swiss People’s 
Party (43810)k

 Christian Democratic People’s 
Party of Switzerland (43520)

 

United 
Kingdom

Labour Party (51320) Conservative Party (51620) –l

Party names as indicated in the CMP/MARPOR database. The respective party codes are shown in parentheses.
a The Parti Réformateur Libéral (PRL) formed electoral alliances for the general elections in 1995 and 1999 and 
merged with other parties to form the Mouvement Réformateur, in 2002.

b Although it does not fulfil the criteria mentioned in the text, we include the Radical Party because of its 
importance in the party system.

c The Union pour la Démocratie Française (UDF) is included because its founder Valéry Giscard d’Estaing was 
French president until 1981.

d Gaullist parties with distinct CMP/MARPOR codes are as follows: Union for a New Majority – Gaullists/
Conservatives (31621; until 1988), Rally for the Republic (31625; 1993 and 1997) and Union for a Popular 
Movement (31626; from 2002 onwards).

e Although it does not fulfil the criteria mentioned in the text, we include the Free Democratic Party because 
of its importance in the party system.

fRadical right parties such as the National Democratic Party (NPD) are not in the CMP/MARPOR data set.
gLAOS and Golden Dawn are not (yet) in the CMP/MARPOR data set.
h Although they do not fulfil the criteria mentioned in the text, we include the D66 because of their impor-
tance in the party system.

iThe National Solidarity Party (35951) is only included once in the CMP/MARPOR data set.
jThere is only data for one election for the Sweden Democrats (11710) and New Democracy (11951).
k Swiss Democrats (43710), Ticino League (43901) and Swiss Motorists’ Party (43951) are not included due 
to missing data.

lThe British National Party is not in the CMP/MARPOR data set; the UK Independence Party only for 2001.

Appendix 1. (Continued)
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Figure A2. Mean Issue Emphasis on Liberal-Authoritarian Issues (smoothed) for Mainstream 
and Radical Right Parties.
Note: Data from Volkens et al. (2015). For the coding scheme, see footnote 7. Parties and countries in-
cluded listed in Appendix 1.

Figure A1. Mean Issue Positions on Liberal-Authoritarian Issues (smoothed) for Mainstream 
and Radical Right Parties.
Data from Volkens et al. (2015). For the coding scheme, see footnote 7. Parties and countries included listed 
in Appendix 1.

Independence Party or the Sweden Democrats. To test how this choice affects the overall 
changes in Western European party systems, we repeat the analysis shown in Figures 1–3 
but include parties where we have data for a single election. The results are shown in 
Figures A1–A3. The patterns are very similar to the ones shown in the main paper.
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Figure A3. Mean Issue Emphasis on Economic Issues (smoothed) for Mainstream and Radical 
Right Parties.
Data from Volkens et al. (2015). For the coding scheme, see footnote 8. Parties and countries included listed 
in Appendix 1.


